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WTO moves against sugar subsidies
welcome
Sugar subsidies from India, Pakistan and the EU are again depressing world sugar prices. Meeting in London today the Global
Sugar Alliance called on our governments to take formal action in the WTO to initiate formal actions against Indian sugar
subsidies.
Australia’s counter-notification of India’s illegal sugar subsidies lodged in the World Trade Organisation (WTO), supported by
thirteen WTO Members increases global pressure on India to bring its sugar policies back into line with WTO rules and its
commitments.
This serious and important escalation of international efforts to have India reconsider and revise its sugar policies is a welcome
development. But it is not sufficient.
“Australia’s counter-notification covers the mandated sugarcane price provided by the Indian Government to its sugar industry
between 2011-12 and 2016-17 and clearly outlines the basis of our claims that India is breaching its WTO obligations,” Global
Sugar Alliance Chairman, and Managing Director QSL, Greg Beashel said.
India’s current sugar subsidies include a mandated floor price for sugarcane and support payments contingent on sugar exports.
“India’s sugar policies have delivered huge domestic sugar surpluses, more than 10 million tonnes in 2018-19. This excess
production and the prospect of five million tonnes of subsidised exports have contributed to the slump in world sugar prices.
Prices are currently below the costs of production of the world’s most efficient producers.”
“As important as Australia’s counter-notification of India’s sugar subsidies is in identifying and escalating our concerns, these
actions are not sufficient. Today we call on our governments to take the next important step and initiate a formal WTO dispute
settlement process with India. This action will help those in India calling for reform. India’s current approach to setting sugarcane
prices independently of sugar prices and providing export subsidies is unsustainable”, Eduardo Leão de Sousa, Executive
Director UNICA.
The EU’s voluntary coupled supports and other sugar beet support structures are resulting in over production in parts of Europe.
These are also having adverse world market effects – reducing prices and distorting trade flows, Sandra Marsden, CEO,
Canadian Sugar Institute said.
Leopoldo Bolaños, International Trade, Guatemalan Sugar Association: “Improved trading conditions are in everyone’s interests”.
The Global Sugar Alliance is urging our governments to work together as a matter of urgency,” Vibul Panitvong, Chairman of the
Executive Board, Thai Sugar Millers Corporation said.
“Our priority is to secure a world in which sugar can be traded freely across regional and global markets. This means reducing
border protection, remove trade distorting domestic supports and eliminating export subsidies”, Greg Beashel said.

Heatwave - Increased risk of fire
The Rural Fire Service has asked that with the enhanced period of fire risk that measures are taken to minimise the potential for
unwanted fire and that consideration be given to operations that may also ignite a fire such as slashing, grinding and hot works.
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Irrigation prices for the
SunWater Burdekin
Haughton Scheme
The State Government has
requested
the
Qld
Competition Authority to
examine costs of SunWater
bulk
and
distribution
schemes
that
supply
irrigation
water
and
recommend prices to be
implemented for the four year
period commencing 1 July
2020.

The Government’s Referral
and Direction Notice also
requires the QCA to examine
the costs of dam safety
upgrades for schemes and to
define how these costs can
be apportioned.

Water Reform Consultant and
Analyst Geoff Kavanagh

Varieties Leader at CBL
AGM

Australian sugarcane breeding program leader Dr Jason
Eglinton was guest speaker at the CANEGROWERS Burdekin
Annual General Meeting last week.

CBL’s Phil Marano and Wayne Smith with SRA’s Dr Jason Eglinton
(middle) at CBL’s Annual General Meeting

A workshop to review proposed costs and Irrigation prices for
the SunWater Burdekin Haughton scheme attended by
representatives of Burdekin grower collectives, Lower Burdekin
Water and BRIA Irrigators Ltd was held on Wednesday. CBL
Manager Wayne Smith and Director Steve Pilla attended as
representatives of CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd.

Dr Eglinton joined Sugar Research Australia 18 months ago
to boost SRA’s plant breeding capacity; he has extensive
experience in modern plant breeding technology and innovation
including genetic tools such as genome sequencing, molecular
markers, and high-throughput phenotyping.

The workshop which was arranged by QFF with the assistance
of water reform consultant and analyst Geoff Kavanagh who
has been retained by QFF to cover the issues that are generic
to SunWater Water Supply Schemes.

Breeding new and improved sugarcane varieties for the
Australian industry is the single biggest area of research
investment that SRA makes on behalf of SRA investors,
delivering varieties that are suited to local growing regions and
meet the requirements of growers and millers.

The workshop went for 2 hours and analysed all significant
cost components of the bulk and distribution scheme. QFF is
conducting these workshops at a number of locations to assist
groups or committees to prepare submissions to the QCA
investigations.

Dr Eglinton spoke about his former role as Professor of Plant
Breeding at the University of Adelaide; as Barley Program
Leader at the University he led the development and
commercialisation of new feed and malting barley varieties.

One of Mr. Kavanagh’s focuses was on the proposed Dam
Improvement Program (which is dam safety upgrade) costs
which implemented could make the costs of irrigation water so
high in the Lower Burdekin that any agricultural production
could become unviable. Noted was that SunWater have not
provided any detail on how these costs have been arrived at
and the difficulty in providing commentary in any submissions
to do with the program.

Grower members present at the AGM commented positively on
Dr Jason’s presentation particularly when he outlined the five
year target regarding the 2% annual genetic gain; the
implementation of DNA based selection technology and the
current status on the NMI approval process for NIR.

Mr. Kavanagh also informed the meeting that QCA have
advised that they will accept late initial stakeholder issues
submissions than the 30th November but all final submissions
still need to be lodged by 22nd February 2019.
QCA will also be conducting public meetings in the new year to
discuss their investigations.
Burdekin MP Dale Last who also attended the workshop
impressed on those present the need to lodge as many
submissions on the costs issues to the QCA as possible.
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Smart Farms Small Grants

Smart Farms Small Grants is a $55 million competitive small grants program over several rounds to support the adoption of best
practices that improves the management and quality of our natural resources and increases on-farm productivity. A total of $9.2
million is available for Smart Farms Small Grants Round 2.
Small Grants projects may relate to any form of food and fibre production, including cropping, pasture grazing livestock, dairy,
horticulture, mixed farming, forestry, farm forestry, fishing and aquaculture. Grant applications for a minimum of $5 000 or
maximum of $200 000 (GST exclusive) will be considered for projects focussed on achieving one or both outcomes below.
Outcome 1
Doing and fostering sustainable natural resource management best practice
Achieving this outcome will:

•

deliver benefits to Australia’s natural resource base and the broader community through better protected vegetation and
biodiversity and cleaner air and water, and improved economic and social outcomes through better food and fibre industry
sustainability, productivity, and profitability

•

assist entities to improve their own sustainability, productivity, profitability and ability to adapt to significant changes in
climate, weather and markets, while improving the capacity of food and fibre businesses to demonstrate the sustainability of
their operations and the traceability of their products.

Outcome 2
Capacity building for sustainable natural resource management
Achieving this outcome will:

•

increase food and fibre business’ and other land manager’s awareness and understanding of the importance of best practice
management of Australia’s soil, water, vegetation and biodiversity to sustainability, adaptation to changing climate, weather
and markets, and the quality of the environment enjoyed by the broader community

•

increase food and fibre business’ and other land manager’s awareness, understanding and ability to adopt best practice
methods of sustainably managing Australia’s soil, water, vegetation and biodiversity

•

increase engagement and participation by regional communities and groups, including Landcare, professional farming
system groups, industry, other community groups or individuals in sustainable natural resource management activitie

•

increase the capacity and confidence of regional community leaders, including women, young people and Indigenous
Australians, involved in food or fibre production and the management of natural resources to protect and improve Australia’s
natural resource base

•

improve the organisational capability of community Landcare groups and others, so that they can better encourage land
managers and improve land manager’s awareness, understanding and ability to adopt sustainable natural resource
management best practice

Eligibility
The amount of funding you are applying for and the outcome(s) your project meets, will determine the amount of funding you are
eligible for and which tier you should apply for:

•

Tier 1 & 2 projects are for grants of between $5 000 - $50 000. Tier 1 projects must meet Outcome 1 or Outcomes 1 & 2,
while Tier 2 projects must meet Outcome 2.

•
•

Tier 3 projects are for grants worth between $50 001 - $100 000 and must meet both Outcomes.
Tier 4 projects are for grants worth between $100 001 - $200 000 and must meet both Outcomes.

To be eligible to apply for a grant you must be an individual or an organisation capable of entering into a legally binding and
enforceable agreement with the Commonwealth.
How to apply
If you are thinking about making an application the first step is to read over the guidelines to assess your eligibility. The program
guidelines are available here. The next step is to create a profile on the ‘GrantConnect’ website to access further documentation
and make an application. The closing date for applications is the 11th of January 2019.
Further information
Project activities must be completed by 30 September 2021. If you have any questions, please contact the Community Grants
Hub on 1800 020 283 or by email: support@communitygrants.gov.au
Alternatively, call Dean Pickett at CANEGROWERS on 3864 6470 who can assist with making an application.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
CANEGROWERS goals are to assist in maximising grower efficiency and profitability, contribute to long-term industry efficiency,
enhance organisation effectiveness, develop a positive external environment for cane growers, recognise and manage diverse
grower needs while maintaining organisation unity and provide a foundation and structure for future industry development and
planning; here are just some of the activities from the past fortnight that CANEGROWERS have been perusing to ensure a secure
and profitable future for growers.

Land Restoration Fund
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Prepared and submitted an application for funding under the Land Restoration Fund.
The proposal: Carbon from Cane - Investigating best management practices promoted by Smartcane BMP in the Queensland
sugarcane industry for developing a carbon trading market.
Opportunities exist to sequester carbon, reduce green house gas emissions and improve water quality outcomes for the
Great Barrier Reef from practices used in the Queensland Sugarcane Industry supported by Smartcane BMP.
This project will benefit growers who are using these practices on farm to receive another source of income by trading
Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCU) and access to other ecosystem service markets.
The project will investigate the market opportunity for farmers to develop a carbon trading platform via CANEGROWERS for
potential offtake by companies looking to trade carbon credits using ACCUs created through Smartcane BMP.
CANEGROWERS will provide further updates when they come to hand.

Great Barrier Reef Synthesis Workshop
✓

✓

The GBR Reef Synthesis Workshop held in Yeppoon was structured to bring science, policy and management together to
share successes and find new and better ways of delivering the Reef 2050 Water Quality Improvement Plan
(WQIP). Approximately 100 participants attended including CANEGROWERS, SRA and growers. CANEGROWERS
networked with many industry, NRM, science and university organisations at the workshop.
The objective of the Workshop was to bring together GBR water quality people from on-ground delivery programs, science
and policy to put the Reef 2050 WQIP into practise through better coordination and collaboration between delivery partners;
extending new knowledge and experience; discussing ways to generalise successes from individual projects to broader
applications and generating innovative ideas, linkages, collaborations, and thinking about the future to accelerate
achievement of the Reef 2050 WQIP targets.

 The first day included a science forum which heard reef science updates on sediments and bioavailable nutrients, as well
as expanded pesticides knowledge which looked at water quality guidelines and pesticide selection tools based on risk to
water quality. Other science updates included gully remediation, Crown of Thorn Starfish management, Project 25,
CSIRO Digiscapes and social indicators for the reef.

 The second day heard from Elisa Nichols (Office of the Great Barrier Reef, Department of Environment and Science) and
Deb Callister (Department of Environment and Energy) on the progress of the Reef 2050 Plan and water quality
outcomes. Mention was made of Smartcane BMP, Project 25 and the Cane Changer program. The program then moved
into panel discussion and workshops on enablers and barriers to implementation, increasing collective impact and how to
build momentum.

 Day three focused on open sessions with topics pitched by
workshop participants.
CANEGROWERS joined the reef
regulations discussion. An innovation panel session showcasing
positive examples of practice change on farm included Gerry
Deguara from Mackay and Gavin Rodman from SRA. This session
was extremely well received. The 2018 Reef Alliance Awards were
held that eventing and Mackay grower Gerard Deguara took out
the prestigious Prince of Wales Environmental Leadership – Reef
Sustainability award while Philip Deguara picked up the Reef
Pesticide Champion Award and Mulgrave’s Rossi brothers shared
the Reef Community Champion award with the Mulgrave Landcare
and Catchment Group.

 Day four was spent at Great Keppel Island where Matt Kealley finally saw the Great Barrier Reef close up (after almost 10
years working on reef issues). He participated in a clean-up exercise, collecting and logging plastic waste on part of the
island and then participated in a reef watch citizen science exercise, in which he viewed and logged the condition of 20
reef species on an inshore reef on the island.
Continues page 3
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Executive Comment
✓
✓

QCGO, Australian Cane Growers Council and Union of Employers AGMs.
Policy Council meeting:
 The Environment and Sustainability Committee reported on reef regulations, sustainable sugar supply chain work and
chemical (2,4-D / Glphosate) issues. The Farm Inputs and Research Committee reported on the current negotiations on
transport policy, pattern approval for NIR analysis and bio-futures project.
 The Economics and Trade and Committee reported on the submission to the review of the federal Sugar Code of
Conduct, trade policy and market access initiatives and water price path reviews and electricity (T33) tariff trial.
 While considering all these issues the Council also heard from multiple guest speakers including, Federal Minister for
Agriculture David Littleproud, Dr John Pickering from Behaviour Innovation, SRA’s Phil Patane on the harvesting project
and Tom McNeill from Green Pool discussing current global market dynamics.
 A District Managers meeting was conducting directly after the Policy Council. Managers discussed policy and strategy
implementation as agreed by the Policy Council and also discussed initiatives around diversity in cane farming systems,
insurance business offerings, membership engagement and training on Australian Financial Services legislation.
✓ Meeting with Federal Government consultancy to discuss ways to better target Government incentives and recognition for
farmers work on sustainably agriculture.
✓ Teleconference with DFAT to discuss the Counter Notification measure at the World Trade Organisation.

Trade
✓
✓

Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Treaties in support of the Australia-Peru FTA.
CANEGROWERS supported DFAT in the lodgement of Australia’s counter-notification in the WTO regarding India’s sugar
subsidies.

Electricity
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

CANEGROWERS participated in Energy Queensland Agriculture Forum.
Responding to CANEGROWERS analysis, Energy Queensland is looking to include a control load tariff into its forthcoming
tariff structure as a primary tariff.
As part of this process the control load tariff trial has been extended and Energy Queensland is reviewing the seasonality and
the length of peak and off-peak periods in its tariff structures.
Energy Queensland advises that it has dynamic load control systems in place across its Ergon network. This means for
those using control load tariffs the power is only cut during periods when the local network is reaching load capacity, not daily
at fixed periods.
 In practice, load is only shed on a few days of the year and for relatively short periods, no more than six hours – usually
less.
 Load is shed, first by turning hot water systems and pool pumps off, second by slowing air conditioning systems and if
more load shedding is required, the trial is for irrigation pumps to be the last switch off.
With the trial continuing, all irrigators are encouraged to give the control load a trial go. The reward is no capacity or other
fixed charge and allow usage charge. Current participants in the latest trial are from Bundaberg, Home Hill and Mareeba.
Look up and live safety message. In the past year there have been 23 incidences of overhead power lines coming into
contact with farm equipment. The majority (19) of these in the sugar industry.Ahead of the 2019 harvest, there will be value in
reinforcing electricity awareness messages across the industry.

Water
✓

CANEGROWERS participated in the QFF Water and Energy Policy Committee meeting. The QCA referral notice to review
and recommend new SunWater irrigation water prices was the principal agenda item.
✓ As discussed at the Policy Council the referral notice envisages:
 the fixed component of water prices (part A and in bundled schemes part A+C) increasing by $2.28/ML+CPI where prices
are below cost reflective levels. Where prices are above these levels they will be held constant in nominal terms until
inflation catches up.
 the variable component being increased to cost reflective levels.

Work Place Health and Safety
✓
✓

CANEROWERS attended the Rural Industry Sector Standing Committee meeting. Powerline strikes in the sugarcane
industry are considered an issue with 33 strikes this season and WHSQ will have a greater focus on compliance and this
includes the rural division. The codes of practice have been reinstated as part of regulations as of July 2018.
CANEGROWERS met with SRA, WHSQ and a consultant to discuss the rolling out of a WHS program for cane growers in
conjunction with Smartcane BMP. This will be an SRA funded activity.

Transport
✓
✓

CANEGROWERS has provided information to NHVR to assist in understanding the sugarcane industry combinations and
how they relate to the proposed towed ratios in the National Agricultural Vehicle Notice.
CANEGROWERS met with Transport and Main Roads to discuss the Queensland Freight Strategy.
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Revised 2,4-D permit

CANEGROWERS has been successful in achieving a review of the downwind aerial application spray permit for 2,4-D and
an alteration to buffer zones set in October which made the application of 2,4-D difficult to manage.
After working with CANEGROWERS, the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) has issued a new
permit (PER87451) on the use of 2,4-D products in sugarcane.
CANEGROWERS also worked with the Aerial Applicators Association of Australia (AAAA), which provided technical information
on 2,4-D application, to assist the industry to reduce the buffer zone distances for aerial application.
In addition, CANEGROWERS worked closely with district cane productivity service organisations to determine the most
appropriate rates and methods of application. This information and the support of AAAA has led to securing the new permit.
Specifics of the permit are outlined below.
DO NOT apply by aerial application unless the following requirements are met:

•
•
•
•

spray droplets not smaller than a VERY COARSE (VC) spray droplet size category.

•

minimum distances between the application site and downwind sensitive crops, gardens, landscaping vegetation, protected
native vegetation or protected animal habitat (see Terrestrial ‘Downwind mandatory no-spray zone’ section of the following
table titled ‘Buffer zones for aircraft) are observed. The buffer zones provide guidance but may not always be completely
protective of all agricultural crops.

release heights 3 metres or lower above the target canopy.
Application rate 1250 g ae/ha or lower (equivalent to up to 2 L/ha of 625g 2,4-D/L product)
minimum distances between the application site and downwind sensitive aquatic and wetland areas including aquacultural
ponds, surface streams and rivers (see Aquatic ‘Downwind mandatory no-spray zone’ section of the following table titled
‘Buffer zones for aircraft) are observed.

This permit is in force from 27 November 2018 until 1 October 2019. A copy of the permit can be found here.
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QFF renews
QFF welcomes farm compost
calls to
exemption
farmers can continue using composts and other organic products on farm
remove stamp Queensland
following continued advocacy by the Queensland Farmers’ Federation (QFF) and
industry members.
duty
The Queensland Farmers’ Federation
(QFF) has renewed calls to remove
stamp duty on agricultural insurance
in Queensland after the South
Australian
Government
passed
legislation to remove stamp duty on
multi-peril crop insurance policies.

QFF President Stuart Armitage said
Queensland agriculture was calling
on the government to complete the
much-awaited review into the issue
and deliver the same sensible reform
to help develop Queensland’s
immature market by enabling more
affordable insurance options for
farmers in the state.
“The Victorian, New South Wales and
the South Australian governments
have removed this inefficient tax,
while our government continues to
collect nine per cent on the insurance
premium and the GST,” Mr Armitage
said.
“With Queensland the most disaster
impacted state in Australia and
climate projections suggesting more
frequent extreme weather events,
farmers are looking to better
understand, develop and adopt risk
management strategies to manage
uncertainty, spread risk and maintain
business viability.”

After a three-year review of the regulated waste classification and the waste-related
Environmentally Relevant Activity frameworks, the Department of Environment and
Science specified a clear exemption for on-farm composting within the waste
management licencing framework.
QFF President Stuart Armitage said farmers recognised the need to improve soil
structure and supply organic nutrients.
“While many farmers have amended their soils and improved soil quality through the
application of their own-manufactured composts, the sector has never had a clear
exemption for this common-sense activity,” Mr Armitage said.
“Composts and other organic products can assist soils to retain moisture, particularly
during prolonged dry periods, and provide crucial, slow-release nutrients to crops that
can lead to long-term yield and on-farm productivity increases.”
“Composts are also a useful tool to help farmers meet sustainability outcomes
associated with best management practice as they help to build natural soil fertility.
They can also reduce the use of inorganic fertilisers in some soils, reducing input costs
as a result.”
However, QFF was disappointed the organic material processing regulations now
include new licensing requirements for facilities that operate an anaerobic digester.
“QFF has been working with farmers and rural communities to recognise the importance
of farm sustainability and to grow and develop the resource recovery sector in
Queensland.”
“These new requirements may seriously impede future investment in Queensland’s
bioenergy sector which offers great opportunities for agriculture.”

“Practical and affordable insurance
options could help mitigate the
financial impact of extreme weather
events on farm businesses and
remove some of the burden that falls
to government.”
“Due to the limited availability and
uptake of crop insurance in
Queensland, the loss in tax revenue
is minimal, but the potential returns of
developing the nascent insurance
market in Queensland could be
substantial.”
“QFF and our members have been
advocating for the removal of this tax
for some years. It makes sense and
encouragingly, we are seeing a
recognition of that by other state
governments.”
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Market Update

Sugar prices have been extremely volatile in the past twelve
months, trading in an A$140 per tonne range, of between
A$310 and A$450 per tonne. Currently the price in the prompt
position is less than A$380 per tonne.
The higher levels reached in October were above the five-year
average levels for prompt futures, and also well above the
prices levels seen during surplus stage of the sugar price cycle
over the past five years. The high prices were only around for a
few days but some growers, pricing into the upturn had orders
filled at $A445 per tonne.
Tom McNeill of Green Pool provided some market insights
about the current global market situation and the outlook with
CANEGROWERS Policy Council.

•

Over the past five years the market last traded in a similar
way in 2015. Then it reached 15 c/lb by year’s end. Let’s
hope history repeats itself this year.

•

On a positive note, he suggested the peak of the global
surplus is behind us and moving towards 2018/19 there is
a much smaller surplus level of around three million tonnes
expected and the world could potentially move back to a
small deficit in 2019/20.

•

Other analysts report a similar change in the global supply
and demand balance.

•

Relatively higher share of cane being directed to ethanol
production in Brazil and a poor sugar beet harvest in
Europe have combined to produce the smaller surplus,
even in light of India’s expected production.

In summary, the outlook is more positive than it was a few
months ago but could be moderated in 2019/20:

•

if there is a swing back to sugar production in Brazil in
response to lower oil prices, and

•

pending India’s sugar exports.

Let’s see how India responds to the Australia’s WTO
notification in relation to India’s sugar subsidies.

Source: Green Pool

NB: This update contains basic general comments only and not financial advice.
Marketing and pricing decisions should not be based on these comments.
Readers should consider their own circumstances and take their own financial,
legal and accounting advice as required.
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Pricing information
2018 Season Advances
Schedule
As at 31 October 2018

Default Advances

Default Pricing
Indicative price

Jun -17
19 Jul 18

65%
65%

246.26
246.26

16 Aug 18
20 Sep 18
18 Oct 18
15 Nov 18
20 Dec 18
17 Jan 19
21 Feb 19
21 Mar 19
18 Apr 19

65%
65%
70%
70%
75%
80%
85%
87.5%
90%

225.42
225.42
248.09
277.56
297.38
317.21
337.03
346.95
356.86

16 May 19

95%

376.68

20 Jun 19
Jul -19

97.5%
100%

386.60
396.51

Default

Confirmed
Advance Rates are based on a grower's individual estimated final sugar price.
For more information growers can access Wilmar's monthly Pool Reports, Allocation
Account Amount Reports, their applicable Advance Finance Charge via the reporting page
of the Pricing and Payments section of the GrowerWeb. The cashflow forecast tool is also
available in the Pricing & Payments section.

2018 Season Advances Schedule
As at 9 November 2018

Applicable from

Default Pools %
Rate

Default Pricing
Indicative price

60%
65%
70%
72.5%
75%
80%
82.5%
87.5%
90%
92.5%
95%
100%

217.95
224.97
240.34
267.39
276.61
295.05
304.27
322.71
331.93
341.15
350.37
368.81

Initial
23 Aug 18
18 Oct 18
22 Nov 18
13 Dec 18
24 Jan 19
21 Feb 19
21 Mar 19
18 Apr 19
16 May 19
20 Jun 19
July 19

Percentage rate approved by QSL Board
The program above is indicative only in its entirety and should not be taken as a commitment
by QSL with regard to either the advance rate or date of increase. The program may change
during the season depending on movements in the marketing and shipping plans, sugar price
and currency movements and timing of cash flows. Suppliers’ positions in relation to any
pricing elections may also impact the timing and size of advance payments.

QSL Indicative ICE 11 prices

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 30 November 2018
Crop Year

Indicative Price

Movement

2018 Season
2019 Season

370.44
399.65

1.09
0.28

2020 Season

408.11

0.07

2021 Season

404.66

-0.22

Calculation using ICE Closing Prices or equivalent Bank Swap Rates and prevailing AUD/
USD exchange rates
Refer to https://www.wilmarsugarmills.com.au for additional Pricing Information and trends

Estimated Wilmar 2018 Pool Prices
As at 31 October 2018
Net pool price
($/Tonne IPS)
Wilmar Production Risk Pool

$388

Wilmar Managed Pool

$355

Wilmar US Quota Pool

$658

Gross Pool Prices are an estimate based on the tonnes hedged and current market price (as at
the last business day of the month) for unhedged tonnage.
Allocation Account Amounts begin the season as estimates and are reviewed and updated on
a monthly basis as actual premiums and costs are known.
For the 2018 Season Production Risk Pool we forecast that the quantity of sugar in the Pool
exceeds the downside risk to the crop (i.e. at the commencement of the Season, the Pool is
greater than 30% of total estimated PPA sugar). Accordingly the Pool Manager has
commenced pricing that portion of the Pool that exceeds this downside risk to the crop.
Key points to note regarding the way Wilmar is reporting sugar sales into the USA:• The US Quota Pool will only include sales made against the specific Certificates of Quota
Eligibility (CQEs) allocated to Wilmar by the US Government and those which Wilmar is
entitled to market by virtue of its share of MEI/GEI marketing tonnage.
• The tonnage and net returns resulting from the US Quota CQEs purchased from other
Queensland marketers and sold onto the USA are not allocated to the US Quota Pool and will
be ascribed to the Production Risk Pool.
The monthly pool price report is available on the Wilmar grower web

The figures quoted above are indicative of available ICE 11 prices as at the current date
and reflect the weighted average AUD/mt price. The prices have been adjusted to include
Over-the-Counter (OTC) margin fees charged by banking institutions and, therefore, may
differ from daily prices quoted by the ICE #11 Exchange and/or other Marketers of Growers’
Economic Interest in Sugar (GEI Sugar). Values also do not account for any adjustments
resulting from local grower-miller pricing arrangements. For more information, view the
latest QSL Market Snapshot here.

Estimated QSL 2018 Pool Prices
As at 9 November 2018
Net pool price
($/Tonne IPS)
QSL Harvest Pool

$364

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$361

QSL Early Start Actively Managed Pool

$368

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$341

QSL US Quota Pool

$621

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$389

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on the
QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated regularly and provides a sense
of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.
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1.

Last week’s National Agriculture Day was a chance to
reflect on the pivotal role agriculture plays in the country’s
history, by celebrating its successes, recognising the
challenges and resolving to work towards its bright future.
QFF media statement HERE and QCL column HERE.

2.

This is the last and final call for all women currently
working in the agriculture sector to express their interest in
scholarship funding. Women & Leadership Australia is
offering up to up to $7,000 for women to take part in one
of three leadership courses. Register by Friday 14
December HERE.

3.

Get an in-depth analysis of recent conditions for spring
2018, as well as the rainfall and temperature outlook for
the coming summer with the Bureau of Meteorology’s
Summer 2018-19 climate and water update webinar on
Thursday 6 December. Register HERE.

4.

While the ag visa continues to be a start/stop exercise, the
Australian Government did announce some useful reforms
to the Seasonal Worker Program, the Work and Holiday
Visa (Subclass 462) and the Working Holiday Visa (417)
recently. QFF’s QCL column HERE.

Terry Granshaw
0437 553 149
tgranshaw@bps.net.au

Jasmine Connolly
0438 934 601
jconnolly@bps.net.au

Smartcane BMP selfassessment workshops

BMP self-assessment workshops will be held fortnightly on
Monday mornings (9 –11 am) with the next meeting scheduled
December 3.

5.

QFF's Ross Henry recently spoke to the Rural Weekly
about a QFF project developing insurance products for
farmers to protect against the potential impacts of extreme
weather events, including cyclones, floods and drought.
Read the story HERE.

The self-assessment is the first step towards BMP
accreditation.
Growers who have completed the selfassessment and would like to continue on to accreditation
should also contact Terry or Jasmine.

6.

The Reef Alliance E-Newsletter Spring Edition is now
available! Stay up-to-date with the latest news from our
Reef Alliance partners including improving BMP in reef
catchments and reducing sediment loss HERE.

Please RSVP to:
Terry Granshaw - 0437 553 149
Jasmine Connolly - 0438 934 601

7.

QFF
industry
member
CANEGROWERS
has
congratulated the Australian Government for taking a lead
role in ramping up global pressure on India to bring its
sugar subsidies back within World Trade Organisation
rules. Read more HERE.

8.

With Queensland Government funding, QFF will work with
100 farmers and employees to gain the skills needed to
meet the demands of Queensland agriculture’s current
and future workforce. More details HERE.

9.

Grants of between $5,000 and $200,000 are available
under the Smart Farms Small Grants program to assist
farmers and groups to adapt to change, innovate and
become more sustainable. For more information or to
apply, click HERE.

10. QFF has renewed calls to remove stamp duty on
agricultural insurance in Queensland after the South
Australian Government passed legislation to remove
stamp duty on multi-peril crop insurance policies. QFF
media statement HERE.

IrrigWeb workshops

IrrigWeb workshops will be held fortnightly on Thursday
mornings (9 - 11 am) with the next meeting scheduled Dec6.
Workshops will cover: setting up a farm and paddocks;
determining the irrigation point; and entering irrigation
information.
You will need an internet capable laptop or tablet. Phones are
suitable for recording irrigation events but their screens are too
small for the initial setup. If you don’t have a laptop or tablet
please let us know so we can organise one.
Please RSVP to Marian Davis - 0428 927 079.
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

CANEGROWERS Hall
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Wayne Smith

General Manager

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

0428 834 802
4790 3604
4790 3602

4790 3601

Published Fortnightly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

4790 3606
0408 638 518

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Disclaimer

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au

DIRECTORS

Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Invicta

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

Kalamia

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Sue Wright

sue@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Inkerman

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

